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On 18 November 1991 I gave reasons extempore for ruling
5		that two confessional statements in this matter are admissible in evidence.	I should now like to state in plainer terms the chief reasons for my decision.


I have not taken into account the fact that the
10	detectives gave the impression of being straight-forward and honest witnesses.	Generally, but not always, experienced detectives are expert in the manner in which they give evidence and, if it happened in a particular case that a detective were not telling the truth, it may not be apparent
15	to the judge.	Unlike Pinnochio, the lying witness does not always suffer the betrayal of a growing olfactory organ visible to the judge but not apparent on the transcript (with


apologies to A.M. Gleeson QC, as he then was: 53 ALJ 338 at 344).	Frequently, the more practised the liar, the more plausible the evidence.	In short, I have here disregarded the benefit to the Crown that the impression of honesty and
5	frankness of the detectives created.	I have, however, given full weight to the favourable impression that the videotape gives of their conduct at the second interrogation.	The conduct and demeanour of the accused shown on that videotape was also highly significant.
lO
The fact that both detectives independently made and kept notes, in some respects inconsistent with one another, of what was said during the first interview tends to show that they approached that interview conscientiously.	The defence sought
15 to make something of the inconsistencies but, for reasons I expressed fully last Monday, I rather think they favour the Crown.


It was argued that I should be influenced in assessing
20 the relevant probabilities by the unlikeliness of the accused suddenly deciding to confess to killing the deceased when and in the manner he did. Mr Coates' arguments are on record.


It was argued by the Director of Public Prosecutions that
25 the point at which the "confession" during the first interview occurred was where one would have expected it having regard to the progress of the interview. The accused had started with a version of facts consistent with innocence in which he denied
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 ever having known the deceased.	The detectives put certain matters to him which convinced him that his claim of not knowing her was untenable.	He then gave a second version of the facts consistent with innocence in which he admitted having had an association with the deceased.	The detectives then pointed out alleged facts which made the accused's second position untenable and suggested that he was lying to them.
Thereafter the accused confessed to having strangled the deceased.	It was submitted that this process followed an intelligible and logical sequence.


Detectives gave evidence that the demeanour of the accused at the start of the first interview was confident and forthright.	As he was confronted with allegations his manner
15		became less assured.	Detective Sergeant Campbell said in evidence:


"...when we - we were first talking to him he was sitting up straight in the chair;	he was looking at
20		us where we had eye contact with each other, with myself and Detective Hofer at various times, and as the interview went on he became what I saw as he was sitting on my left hand side, became edgy by moving around in his chair, he would look around the room
25		in relation to an answer to a question, and then towards the end where a number of things had been put to him which I'd referred to as - as his lies now, he would look down.	His answers would take
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15
 longer to give, where he would pause with his answer to the question;	it's not like it is written here, Your Honour, where it's - it's quickly read off.	He did pause with his answers and he would look down.
He would look away and he would avoid eye contact with us.	He went from being quite upright and quite confident to virtually his - his physical demeanour, his shoulders were starting to slump and he was looking down."

This is not an unlikely reaction by the accused considering what was said at the first interview.	It must be remembered that the substantial accuracy of the detectives' account of what was said at the first interview was not disputed in these proceedings.


No assault or pressure is needed to explain the tenor of the accused's answers and his ultimate confession.	Being progressively confronted with facts that he did not know were
20	known to the police and realizing that further invention would achieve nothing may have been quite sufficient to induce the accused to treat the game as "up".	The accused had already freely elected to answer the detectives' questions.


25		Whatever parts, if any, of the accused's alleged confessional statements are true, there being a number of irreconcilable internal contradictions in them, it is inescapable that some of what he said was lies told to serve

£


his own ends.	It is impossible therefore to escape the conclusion that the accused is a person who will lie about serious matters for his own purposes.	The same cannot be said of the detectives by reference to any evidence in this case.
5

It was submitted on behalf of the accused that his distress, obvious in the videotaped interrogation, was best explained by reference to the assault alleged.
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My own strong impression was otherwise.	I think it more likely that the accused was moved to confess by the relief it gave him from the awful burden he was carrying.	It is more likely that the questions asked by the detectives caused the accused to face a reality which he had hitherto rationalised. When confronted in this way with the facts, unable to continue to deceive himself, he came face to face with the enormity of what had happened and suffered the emotional reaction so obvious from the taped interview.	Those who wonder what motivates a person to confess to a serious crime need often do no more, I suggest, than consider the huge release and relief it can be for the confessionalist to unburden himself.	I think such a motive to confess is often more powerful than the fact or threat of physical assault.		It is highly significant that the moments of greatest obvious distress of the accused during the taped interview occurred when he was describing the actions by which he caused the death of Miss Carty.	During those descriptions he had to look into his memory and see again what he had done, and what he saw there distressed him.
I think the fact that they were the moments of greatest distress tends to show that the chief cause of his distress was not any beating he may have received, but the new found grief that his recollection and confession produced.
5

It is not possible for me to say with certainty or beyond reasonable doubt on the evidence that the accused was not
assaulted as alleged.	There is no criterion in this case that would enable me to make such a finding.	If the videorecording
o	had commenced much sooner, the need for this inquiry would
have been obviated.	The detectives have virtually conceded that they let their preliminary inquiry go on too long.	I agree that they did so, and the fact of these proceedings bears eloquent testimony to that.	It is understandable that
15	the detectives would not want to start recording until they had	reason to believe they would benefit from doing so, but a
45 minute interrogation amounting in itself to a full confession can hardly be categorised as mere preliminary questions.	The price the Crown may have to pay for the
20		inordinate length of the first interview will be what is now known as a McKinney direction.


Having regard to all of the matters mentioned by me on Monday and here also, I was and remain satisfied that it is
25		more probable than not that the allegation of assault is false and that nothing occurred that would deprive either alleged confession of its voluntary character.	The confessions are admissible.

